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I. INTRODUCTION 

A number or approathes have been taken to the synthe8ie problem. 

The hietorically older approaches are represented by the frequency 

responae methode (7, p. 2t6-.382) of NqiI1t, Bode, and Nichole. Today 

the root-locus riìOthOd8 (9, 19, 21i, 26) of Evans are widely used for 

the eyntheeie problem. Walter (28) haa shown that lead networke 

can be eelected by aiiiple angular meaeurement to cause a root-locue 

to pass through any eingle location of the cloeed-loop transfer 

function. Gui1leth (26) euggests a method which requiree that 

(i) Compensation poles 11e on the negative real axis, (ii) Plant 

poles are canceled by compensation zeroa, except for a pole at the 

origin, and (iii) Compensation pole8 are detenmined graphically in 

order for some measure of control to be retained over the final 

resulte. Zaborzky (29) suggests an iteration process, alternating 

between direct and inverse root-locus plots with aall changes in 

the open-loop transfer function or the cloeed-].00p tranafer function 

for each etep. At the end, a compromise may be reached which provides 

the poles of the fixed element, 
1i 

in the open-loop, and a closed- 

loop tran5fer function, G0( s) , thich meets specifications on transient 

response, bandwidth, oto. Hausenbauer and Lago (lii) present the 

synthesis problem for third-order systems. Design curves are given 

relating constant velocity, K, bandwidth, and transient performance 

to pole and zero locations. Open-ioop poles thus determined are real 

and do not necessarily coincide with prescribed poles which are 
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cancelled by compensation zeros. Aseltine (1) introduced an inverse 

root-locus method that graphically determines the open-loop pole 

locations from a given closed-loop pole-z.ro configuration. 

Aseltine (2) also presente the synthesis problem by using the 

inverse root-locus method which is based on the fact that the gain 

on an inverse root-locus plot muet have the same value at al]. 

required open-loop polea. Aseltinet e method (2) requires the 

poles of the open-loop transfer function to be real and the 

locations of the open-loop poiea are calculated by the magnitude 

equation of the coincident equations and equation (6). 

In this thesis, a semi-graphical design method using inverse 

root-locus is pre8ented for determination of the compensation 

networks when the fixed open-loop poles and zero, specified 

closed-loop dominant poles, and a specified velocity constant, K,, 

are given. 

The following topics are discusaod 

1. The system is restricted to a type 1 which is compensated by 

a simple lead, or lag network and tachometer transfer function. 

2. The relationships between the velocity constant, )L., and the 

pole-zero configuration. 

3. The relation between the closed-loop pole-zero configuration 

and the approximate transient response. 

1.1. The inverse root-locus and its construction. 

s. The relation between the angle which makes the inverse root- 

locus pass through the selected point and the location of the dominant 

polea by phase-angle loci and equation (22). 
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6. Cascade compensation using the invers. root-locus method in 

the !ystem which hs th fol1oring features: (1) Th. dominant polea 

(Wn, 
° 

) of the closed-loop syatain are cp3(ified. (2) The fixed 

elaent G1 (a) of the open-loop aytn is specified. (3) The velocity 

coriatant , Is speoif.ed. 

7. The feedick compensation using the inverse root-locus uitd. 

Th method described here does not need pole cmceUation, there- 

ore a simple compensation can be used. 

The locations of the pole-zero of the open- and closed-loop 

system in this met}d &re calcilated by using equations () , (6), 

(7), (31), and the aid of a-plane, iase-angle bd L and 

equation (22). 



II. REVI OF THE BASIC THEORY 

1. The Relationship between the Velocity Constant K and the ?olea 

and Zeros 

The Type I system is characterized by the location of a pole at 

the origin. The over-all system function is governed by two general 

factors: (i) the fixed componente and (2) the perfonnanoe specifi- 

catione, or the compensation network. 

The relation between the velocity constant, K., and the poise 

and zeros of the open- and closed-loop transfer function will be 

determined for a unity feedbaok system. 

Let us consider the system of Figure 1. 

R(s) 
>1 

FXec1. 
C(s) 

- eLork I 

eet 

Figure 1. Simple single-loop feedback control system. 

The assumptions are that, (i) no multiple poles exist, (2) the 

order of the denominator of the closed-loop transfer function is 

larger than that of the numerator, and ( 3) the open- and closed-loop 

transfer functions are in the following factored formai 

(i) 
:() 4(s)Q(S)= k 

Trl-(ç1- z4) 
-(s) --(s) = K ' (2) 

-- (St ) 



where S - a complex variable 

qj (i - l,2,....n) - poles of closed-loop transfer function G0 (s) 

p1 (i - 1,2,....n) - poles of open-loop transfer function G(s) 

Z (i s l,2,....m) - zeros of open- and closed-loop transfer 
function. 

The zeros of the open-loop transfer function are identica.l with 

the zeros of the closed-loop transfer function. 

If the transfer function of the fixed componente is 

Ç(s)Ktzt)(t) - (3) 

then, the transfer function of the compensation network is 

c-(s) < (st:?1) ----- (ç+j) 
(14) 

-j;?; (s+1) ----. (c+F) 
In the complex plane, the poles of the closed-loop transfer 

ftnction are marked by , the poleo of the open-icop transfer function 

are marked by x , and the zeros of the open- and clo8ed-transfer 

function by O. 

The velocity constant, K'., is defined by the following squations 

The velocity constant, 1t,, can be related to the poles and zeros of 

the openloop transfer function, G(s), iy the relation 

Kv::: K (5) 
?.P3--» f7-)1 

since the velocity constant, X, is defined by: 

-* e' 

By Guillemin (26, p. 282) , the relation between the velocity constant, 



K,,, and the polea nd zeros of the closed-loop tran!fer function is 

deterraiiod by: 

-- t 
V t 

(6) 

The velocity constant, K, can be oleo related to the poles of the 

open- and closed-loop transfer function by the relation t 

t2" 
7;Lj73 

(7) 

Equations (6) and (7) represent the correlation between the 

velocity constant, K,1,, and the syatm response characteristics. 

The correlation of the velocity constont and the system response 

characteristics is of basic importance in the servo synthesis. 

2. The Closed Loop Pole-Zero Configuration nd Transient Response 

The transient response of the system is determined by the pole-. 

zero configuration of the closed-loop system on the S-plane. The 

principal characteristics of the transient response of the system 

are fixed by on. pair of conMate complex polesj the dominant 

polea (tJn, ) , -q1 and 2 
2, The desired response, 

as shown in Figuro 3, implies the important assumption that a pair 

of dominant complex poleo exista. 

The systn characteristics are determined by the two domThnt 

poles (k' n, '5 ) , 
and 

Cl2 
any zeros in the significant part 

of the plane (16, 26). 

The typical. pole-zero configuration, as shown in Figure 2, 

requires either one of the following (9, 16, 17, 26) t 
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Figure 2. Pol. s.z ccn.figuration for th. dssirsd 

C(*) 

rsepon.s. 

o T? - 

Figurej. The d.aired traneient respons. to init step 

function. 



1. The other poie iust be far away to the 1ft of tho dominant 

po].es so that the trciiciorit d' to those polea dies out very rapid». 

2. Any other peles near the imaginary axis inut he near a zero 

since the magnitude of the trensient tenTi due to that pole is very 

small, 

The aprvxinte peak overshoot, M, and time to peak, are 

defined by (8, 27): 

(8) 

M :F[ i 

r3 

where - j_e the sum of the angles from the zeros to the 

dominant complex pole, ii the si of the engles from 

:?_ I,-zd 
the poles to the dominant complex pole, - is the 

product of the ratios of the absolute distances between the zeros and 
.y1 

the dominant compiex pole and the values of the erva, lT 

is the product of the ratios of the poles to the absolute distances 

between the polea and the dominant complex pole. 

From equations (8) and (9) we can conclude that (8, 9): 

1. Zeros decrease T 
p 

2. Additional closed poles increase T. 

3 . T is inversely proportional to the undaiiped natural 

frequency &) of the dcmdnant poles. 

14. Aa T decreases, 14, increases. 



. A8 the damping ratio decreases, M increases. 

6. At tis, the choice of T and M requires a compromise 

since or is not always desirable. 

To avoid the calculation of and M, the charte (U, 

p. 122-127) which express the correlation between th. pole-zero 

configuration and time response might be utilized. 
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I II. INVERSE ROOT LOCUS 

1. The Inveree Root-Locus Method 

The root-locus method, as suggested by Evans, is used for the 

determination of the closed loop poles of a negative feedbac)c syst.m 

from the location of the polea and zeros of the op.n-loop syatn. 

The inverse root-locus method, as suggested by Aseltin., involves 

the determination of the open-loop poles from a knowledge of' the 

closed loop poles. The definition of the inverse root loci is that 

the inverse root bd are plots of the variations of the poles of the 

open loop system function 'with changes in the closed ioop gain. 

The closed loop transfer function is defined by 

(lo) 

Once the closed ioop transfer function is established by 

specifying its poles and zeros, the open-loop transfer function 

is determined by the inversion of equation (io) as 

-(s)=, (u) 
t- ::fct-') 

The inverse root-locus method is used to determine the positions 

of the roots of 

I - c:( () = o (12) 

The ga.in condition for the inverse root-locus is determined by 

QC)1= 1 (13) 



PI! 

The ing1e condition i8 

() 

where o is even. 

Equationa (13) and (114) re equivalent to tho o1lcving tiro 

equationa ±f they are exprenacd aa equation (2) 

(15) 

1T- si1 

-m 

E I S+27 -r i - )1TE (n. even) (3.6) 

Equation (lii), or equation (16), describes an inverse root-locue 

on which sum the angles la O degree or 360 degreea. The gsin 

and phaae conditiona are called the coincident condition for the 

inverse root 1ccu. 

The rules and relationshipa hated below perrd.t accurate 

construction of certain parts of the inverse root-loci an indicate 

the approximate location of the other parts (9, 26, 29). 

1. The locus is synmietrical with respect to the real axis. 

2. The bd. starting points are at the clo&ed-loop poles end 

the bd rndthg points are at the closed-loop zeros or at infinity. 

3. The number of branchee going to infinity equals n - 

n - number of the closed-loop poles 

m nìber of the closed-loop zeros 

and ii' n». 

14. The branches going out to infinity will approach asymptotes 



which make the f o1lowin angle e with the real axle 

(17) 

where k - 3,l,2,....(n - m - 1) and m < n. 

!e There i ulway t least one branch (k O) going to 

in.finiti. TKLs branch le the section of :-eal axis lying to the 

right of the extreme right resi pois or eero of the cleeed-1ocp 

transfer function, O (e). (This point is different frox the rulee 

of root loci.) 

6. Ali aaymptote !neet at one point on the real axle, i.e., at 

the centroid. 

eCZ) 
(18) 

"rl- yn 

7. When n - m > 2 (26, p. 302) 

=t (19) 

. If the total number 1 the closed-loop polos and zeros to 

the right of the S point on the real axis le even, then this point 

lles cr. the locus, 

Examplee Real loe! of the inverse root-iccue. 

Note : There is always one branch going to a positive infinity 

(Rule #5). 
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9. Consider the case where the loci have branches on the real 

axis between two closed-loop poles. There must be a point at which 

the loci break away from the rea]. axis and enter into the complex 

region of the S-plane in order to approach zeros or the point of 

infinity. 

Example i 

10. In calculating the break*way point, the magnitude condition 

for inverse root-locus can be rewritten in the following form. 

:?+ (s±') 
W(s)= 4; 

K (20) 
il- (SH-74) 
= I 

The breakaway point satisfies the magnitude condition 

(8 a- + -o ). 

T]ms by taking the derivative of W( a) and setting it equa]. to 

zero, the point r n be detenuined. 

dw(i_ a 
-4 

=0 (21) 
- cr 

Tri (rtz) 

The point i is the root of this equation. 

II. Similarly, a break-in point must be present wten the locus 

exists between two zeros on the real axis. 



Exmp1es: 

11j 

12. The break-in point can be calculated in the sane way as the 

breakaway point. 

13. It iB alBo poBsible to have breakaway and break-in pointa 

between a pole and a zero on real axis. 

Example: 

114. The initial angle of the locus at a complex pole is the sum 

of the angles of aD. vectors connecting all poles and zeros to the 

complex pole8 in question. Angles of vectors from zeroB are taken 

positive and thoae frcn poles are taken negative. 

1. The initial angle of the locus at a complex zero is equal 

to the um of the angles of all vectors connecting all poles and zeros 

to the complex poles in question. AngleB of voctore froru zeros are 

taken negative and thoe from poles are taken positive. 

16. At real single poles or zeros the locus starts along the rea]. 

ails. 



is 

17. At real double poles or zarca the two branches of the locua 

etart either along the real axis or perpendicular to it. 

18. At very low closed-loop gain the open-loop poles alxnoBt 

coincide with the closed-poles and with increasing gain they gradually 

shift to the closed-loop zeros or to infinity. The number of closed- 

and open-loop poles i the same with unity feedback (Figure 1 where 

Til < n). 

Applications of these rules and relationshipe to facilitate 

construction of the inverse root-loci is ehown in Figure Ii. 
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Figure 1&. (o) Inver8e root loot for 
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Figure I. (d) Inverse root bei for 
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Figur. Ii. (e) Inveree root bei for 

+ e) 

,2+2A)fl+CA) 
s>1,(q) 

Figur 14. (f) Inveree root bei, for 

+ a) 

+ 2 y + a R1(q1) 



( + i) ((V) + + 

D1 
. 

(e)0o 

,zo; pot ;ooz ø.za&u () 't1 Jfl 

6t 



10(e+b) 
Figure 14. (h) Inverse root bei, for Ge(e) 

(e + 2W+) (e + a) 

a>b aR(q1) 
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2. The Angle !, and the Phase-Angle Ici 

The locus of roots of the denominator of equation (li) can b. 

drawn by using the inverse root-locus method. For a given value of 

gain, a eat of root on the bd will be obtained (2, 2h). 

In simple caeee, euch as in problems in which the poles and 

zeros of the closed-loop transfer function are on the rea). axis, 

the construction of the inverse root-locus is done by using the 

rules previously described. In nre complicated cases, where the 

closed-loop transfer function has complex conjugate poles and in 

systems where the approximate locations of the inverse root-loci 

are not apparent, the construction of the inverse root-loci is done 

by using the phase-angle loci (8), with the angle equal to 

n360 (n 0,1,2,....) degrees. 

The design must force the roots to lie at the selected pointe 
5C) 

and 0which are complex poles of the open-loop transfer function. In 

general, an infinite number of pole-zero combinations of the closed- 

loop transfer function can force the inverse root-locus to pass through 

the selected point a, (19, 20, 26) . It is assumed that a singi. pole 

and zero of the closed-loop transfer function makes the inverse root- 

locus pass through the selected point s, there are no 

restrictions on the locations of the compensator pole and zero, 

and no gain restriction, a root may be located at any point in the 

s-plane by use of a single-pole, single zero compensator (20). 

Let us consider the angle contributed at a point s in the 

s-plane by a pair of complex poles, & and?, of the closed-loop 
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tranøfer function ehown in Figure . 

The complex plane is subdivided into three regions (I), (II) 

and (III) aa ehown in Figure 6. 

The roots and which are complex conjugate poles of t 

open-loop transfer function are located at any point within one of ths 

three regions in the e-plane. The type of compensation required to 

reshape a root-locus through a selected point is normally designated 

by the area in which the selected point lies (20). 

The angle which a single pole and zero of closed-loop transfer 

function must provide to make s lie on the inveree root-locus is 

equa]. to the angle designated in Figur. 5 as the angle 1 

detorndned as follows. 

1. If the complex rz:;, e and ¡, the region (I) as 

shown in Figure 7, the phase angle at a point s 

V - 

2. If the complex roots, s and 
' 

in the region (II) as 

shown in Figure 8, the phae-ang1e at a point 
., 

is 

t (S =36O0E0 

3. Ii the complex roots, s and 
' 

in the region (In) as 

shown in F±gure 9, the phase-angle at a point e, i. 

t< -=L 
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Figure . e-plane plot for angle condition 

Figurs 6. Regione in s-plan. 
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X -- L=36O° 

Figur. 7. a-plane plot for angis condition]. 

J 

V +(3 -i- 
3600 

Figure 8. B-plane plot for angle condition 2 
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Figure 9. e-piane plot for angle condition 3 

The phaee-angle at a root le euznmarized below, 

c -t 36O + Region (1) 

- 360° - 1 (II) (22) 

- 
(In) 

Th. ph.aee-angie at a root e0 nuet be eupplemented by the 

contribution of azther pole and zero eo that so lies on the invre. 

root-].ocu. In other words, the phase-angle at a root 
e 

b. 

forced to be n360° (n 0,1,2,....). 

The angle determined by the position of a, corresponding 

to the position &' In the s-plane . To determin. the angis I 
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the phace-ançle bei for two ccip1ex poles of the closed loop 

transfer function in the s-plane as shown in Figure 10 is utilized. 

If the angle 
0 ta known, the phase-angle C + ) at a 

selected root is obtained frorri eqiation (22) which rhcws that 

this phase-angle C + ( ) wiU be greater than or less than 3O° 

or equal to L,. 

The phase-angle ( O( + ) at can also be obtained by the 

following method: 

1. The angle ' of s to e he angle of 

measured in the s-plan.. 

2, To obtain the phase-angle ( o( + ) at s1, the angles O 

and aro suimiied. 

Consider 3* 
ai the dominant comp1e root ( C') 

, ) and a 

selected root a region (I) as shown in Figures and 7. 

The folloidng conclusions are drawn from equation (22) in 

order that forced to lie on the inverse root locus. 

1. The phace-angle ( + 3 ) at a troni the dom1rit complex 

roots ( ), 11* and is 360 + 14 as shoin in Figur. 7. 

2 . Thus, the phase-angle at s, fron the poles and zeros of the 

closed-loop transfer function, except the dominant complex poles, is 

n360° -I, where n is an integer. 

3. when n O, then the phase-angle at s is 

Equation ( 22) 18 useful in judging the angle condition for th. 

inverse root-locus. The angle I, obtained from Figure 10 or in 

the s-plane. 

A pole and zero may be placed at any location which satisfies 
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Figure 10. Phae-ang1e boj 1 for two conjugate 

- cicoeninant pole of the clo8ed-loop 

- couiplex conjugate pole of the op 
or enlected point in a-pl n 
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the requirement for the angle L,,. The simplest approach is to 

select one of the points (perhaps the soro) artd.trarily, then lay 

off the angle i0 with a spirule to locate the other point (pole). 

The numerical demonstration in this case is shown as follows. 

Example 1. The closed-loop transfer function 18 assumed to have 

one pair of conjugat. complex polea, one real pole, and one finite 

zero 

R 

The following specifications are considered i 

5= c.c 

W,=Io t4/5 

The closed-loop transfer function 

_j(( (t) 
(stistoo)(s5 

The inverse root-locus has to pass through a selected root 

so 
18 selected as 

8 -li. + . Ii. 

The location of a pale-q3 of the closed-loop transfer function 

will be determined as follows. 

The selected root, e, - + L, corresponds to a point 

(o.i.i, o.L62) in Figure 10 where it shove the phase-angle at a 

point 
e is i - 7.5°. 

The phase-angle at a selected root obtained on the 

a-plane by using the graphics]. method and equation (22). 

The location of the selected root e, 1. in region (I). The 

phase-angle ( 0<' + ) at a root s, the dc*ninant poles, e 
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and?, is equal to 360° + $0. 

To oses the inverse root-locus through the root e, poli-q3 and 

zero-f2 of the closed-loop transfer function have to provide the angle 

requirement, since the phase-angle on the inverse root-locus is .qua]. 

to n360° (n 0,1,2,....). 
In order for the inverse root-locus to pass th angi. 

formed by pole q3 and zero must be 

To get this angle, the location o pole q3 has to be the left cf 

the zero z1., 

The location of pou, q3 i. determined graphically as sho in 

Figurell, anditis-q3--9.2. 
The closed-loop transfer function in which the inverse root- 

locus passes through root a becomes 

C K(St) 
R (-t- Ios1-Io)Ct9.2) 
The inverse root-locus for this example is aleo shown in 

Figure 11. 

Exanp1e 2. The closed-loop transfer function considered is 

C 

(StI+j(-i- )(st2.7) 
The pole-zero configuration for i(s) is shown in Figure 12. Tb. 

location of zero -3 le on the loft of pole -2.76 on the rea]. axis. 

The angle formed by a zero and a pole on the rea]. axis to a root 

BO on the complex inverso root-locus from a domixant pole la 

expressed. : -i-- & =+L 
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Figur. 32. Inv.rss root loci for 

x0(. + 3) 

(a+1+-) (e+i-) ( +2.%) 
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The angle I fanned by a zero and a poi. is positive. From 

equation (22), it is obvious that the ccnp1ex inverse root-loci from 

dominant poles is in region (II) as shown in Figur. 12. Figure 12 

also shows the thvere root-locus for this example. It is clear 

that equation (22) can be used to find the approximate location of 

the complex inverse root-locus in the regions and the order of the 

location of a pole and a zero on the rea]. axis. 
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IV. DESIGN OF SERVO-MECHANISMS USING INVERSE ROOT LOCUS 

1. Cascade Compensation 

In the design of feedback-control systems, the ultimate goal is 

the synthesis of a system to perform according to prescribed specifi- 

cations. Synthesis is the determination of the required components 

from the statement of the system requirement. In other words, 

synthesis is determined in the complex plane by obtInthg the open- 

loop system transfer function frcn the desired closed-loop input 

and output time functions. 

The desired transient response is approximately determined by the 

location of the dominant complex polea of the closed ioop transfer 

function (8, 9, II, 16, 17, 26). 

The desired steady-state value is given by the velocity 

constant, Ç. 

The desired response dll be discussed in the following proce- 

dures. 

(1) The desired transient response is specified by the 

magnitudes of the peak overshoot, ?t, and time to peak, . 

(2) The location of the dominant complex poles of the closed- 

loop system which satisfy specification (1) is determined. 

(3) The locations of the poles and zeros, except the dominant 

polos, of the closed-loop system are determined to satisfy the 

specifications for the velocity constant, IL., and coincident 

condition. 
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(ti) The magnitudes of Z4 and T are checked from equation. (8) 

al)d (9), or by using the charte (li, p. 122-127). 

Ir the magnitudea of M, ath T of the repone are within the 

!peoificatione o! procedure (1), the sytn reponee i acceptable. 

If one of them exceeds the apecification of procedure (i), the 

procedures from (2) to (1) will be repeated until the pecif1cationa 

for fl, and T aro satiafiod. 

The coincident condition is derived from the fact (1, 2) : In an 

inverJe root-1ocu diagram, the gain, K,,, il1 th same value at 

each open-loop pole. 

An inverse root-locus is necessary that will pass through the 

poiss of the fixed element G1(s) of the open-loop transfer function 

as a root locus passes through the poles of the closed-loop transfer 

function. 

The polea and zeros of the open-loop transfer function which 

are not in the transfer function of the fixed element G1( e) have to 

be formed by the conpeneation network G2 ( a) in cascade as shown in 

Figure 1. 

In this thesis, the location of the domint poles (t,) ), 

the fixed element G1( s) and the velocity constant, L, are specified 

to simplify the procedures for the determination of the practical 

compensation network G2( s) . If the velocity constant, K, is not 

specified, K will be calculated from the pole-zero configuration of 

the closed-loop transfer function. 

With the addition of a dipole in the closed loop transfer function 

on the negative real axis as shown in Figure 13, the velocity constant, 
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IL,,, ie given by the expre8slon 

I I 

iø+T - 

- I<Vo- cz_c;4 

1 O 

Figur. 13 Dipole Configuration 

KTO i deteinined by the dominant poles ( LJ , ) and the fixed 

element °'i( ) which are spectuied. The tex, 4 can be neglected, 

becau8e the distance cl" between the dipole is very small compared tc 

the distance d. The expres8ion for the approximate IL,, becomes 

I- _ 
IÇ K0 

(23) 

It te obvioua that the approximate K. can be calci.1ated. The addition 

of the dipole modifies the step.-function reapona only e1igitiy 

(26, p. L3) , but the modified repone ia within the specifications. 

The design of a system which meets certain perforniance 

specifications will be considered tn the following proceduree. 

(a) N le considered as the total number of fixed c1oed-1oop 

poles (, p. i8). 
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Consider that R poles and s zeros exist in the compensation 

network 

If the velocity constant, K, or the gain, K, of the open-loop 

transfer function is not specified, 

R+sN-1 (214) 

If the velocity constant, K, is specified, 

R+sN. (2g) 

If the dominant poles of the closed-loop transfer function and 

the velocity constant, are specified, 

Nisequalto2. N-2. Then 
(26) 

R + s 2. 

It is assumed that the compensation network has one pole and 

one zero as R s - 1. 

The compensation network can be realized by a simple lead, or 

lag circ'xLt. 

It is as uned that the fixed elmient, G,( s) , has r polea. The 

polea of the open-loop tran.fer function, G( s) , are r + R and t 
poles of the closed-loop transfer function ere also r + R. Therefore, 

r + R - N poles of the closed-loop transfer function have to be 

determined. For example, it is assumed that there aro 3 poles of 

the fixed element, G,(e), and 2 poles of the fixed closed-loop 

transfer function, 

r-3 N-2. 
The velocity constant, Li., is specified and R poles and o zeros 

of the compensation network, °2' assumed to be R J. an n - 1, 

respectively. Then, 3 + i - 2 - 2 polos of the closed-loop transfer 
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function have to be determined. 

The dominant polea of the closed-loop transfer function and th. 

fixed elnent, G1( s), of the open-loop transfer function are specified 

in this thesis. If the ozpensation network is assumed in the form 

of a simple lead or lag network as one pole and one zero, then it is 

possible to determine the order of the closed-loop transfer function 

frva equation (26). 

(b) It is obvious that the phase..angle bd, I, in Figure 10 le 

very useful to determine the approximate location of the complex 

inverse root-locus from the dominant poles of the closed-loop tranfsr 

function. If the approximate location of the ccep1ex inverse root 

locus from the dominant poles is given in soins region of the e-plans, 

then the locations of the desired cole and zero of the closed-loop 

transfer function on the real axis are determined from the phase- 

angle bd, in Figur. 10 and equation (22). 

(c) The location of the dominant poles, and other poise and 

zeros, of the closed-loop transfer function can be determined in 

such a way that the inverse root-locus must pasa through the polea 

of the fixed element, j(e), of the open-loop tran8fer ftnction, 

simultaneously. 

This statnent can be expressed by the coincident condition 

equations. 

It is corwidered: 

(1) The poles of the fixed element, G-j(e), are 

-P2k P3 ...,-Pn. 

(2) The domi mint poles are .-q ad 
2' 

or ( t) '). 
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(3) The other pole5 of the clo5ed-loop tranefer flmction 

are -q3, ...., -qn. 

(b) The zeroa of the open- and dozed-loop tran8fer 

function are -z.1, -z2, l-Z* 
The coincident conditionz are expressed as follows, 

L,, 

N: 2 ---- 

=)()(-) ----- (-) (27) 

(z1-P1)ç72-() ----- (z-) 

_il 

2: /2 ? -E / -f = v3bò° (28) 

_(=( 

(d) The relation8 between the velocity constant, 1L., and polei 

and zeros of the system are expressed by equations (S) , (6) and (7). 

In these equations, if the dominant poles, -q 
'2' 

of the 

closed- loop tranzfer functions are expressed as ( ) , Ç ) , then 

equations (6) and (7) can be expressed as followsi 

LL...11(29) 
K tu )1 l 

V 
(30) 

(e) In most cases of the feedback system, the order n of the 

denominator and the order m of the numerator of the zystem tranzfer 

function is expressed as 

n 

Then, the s of the open-loop poles is identical with the sum 
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of the closed-loop po1e (26, p. 302) euch that 

(31) 

The poieø r*1 +2 '' 'n 
and the ero ...., of 

thi cipenaation network, and the polea q3, q, ...., q of th* 

closed-loop tranafer function are determined by equation8 (29), (30) 

and (31), since the dominant poies (() $), the velocity con5tant, 

X1,, the poles P1(- o), P2, ..., and zeros s, z2, ...., z of 
1 

the fixed e1nent G1( s) are specified. Fortunately, in the practical 

design pxtblem, the number of the equations is greater than th. 

number of t1 unknown values. Th thoioe of eqiatione are tree. 

Usually, the fixed elenent, G1( s) , have a sInl. form in the 

80 rvo-mechanisms system. 

It is assiied that the poles of G1(e) are on the roal axis. The 

approximate location of the inversa root-locus and the number of the 

poles and zero of the open- and closed-loop systn can be determined 

by using procedures (a) and (b). 

If the velocity constant, K, is epseified, the locations of 

the poles and zeros of the open- and closed-loop system can be 

determined by quationz (6) and (7) . The coincident condition 

equations (27) and (28) can be used to check the designed system. 

This is xp1ained Later in the general caso and illustrated in 

Example 3. 

It is as&und that the îixed element, has a pair of 

complex coniugate poles which are locted to t leÍt side of tus 

dominant poles of th closed-loop tran.fer function. The 



approximate location of the inverso root-locus and the number of the 
poles and zeros of the open- and closed-loop eyeten can be also 
determined by using proceduren (a) and (b). 

The locations of the polea and zeros of the open-loop transfer 
function can be determined by the coincident condition equation (27) 

expressed as trigonometric function, since the locations of the 
polea and Zeros of the closed-loop transfer function are determined 
by the phase-angle from the complex conjugate poles of the open-loop 
transfer function. This is aleo explained in the general case and 

illustrated in Example 14. 

In designing the system, a simple design procedure and a simple, 
economical, and reliable compensation are preferble. At times, a 

simple design may be obtained bit difficulty iay arise in getting a 

realistic compensator networc. 

(i). Case 1--The fixed element, G1(a), has two resi poles, one at 

origin and the other on the negative real axis. 

The fixed element, Gr(e), of the open-loop tranorer function is 
considerad as 

k:1 
(32) I()= 

where je a positive real value. 

The dominant pole8 ( ) of the closed-loop transfer 
function and the velocity constant K are specified. 

Let' s consider the case in which 

I 
Re(') I 



The rea]. part of the dominant polea la greater than or equal. to 

the real pole ' of 

The epecifled pole-zero configuration of the yetn ie ahown in 

Figure 13. 

Figure 13 The apacified pole-zero configuration of 
the aystein. 

ITt order to paas the inveree root-locua through the polea of 

the fixed element, G-i(e), the location of the inveree root-locue 

from the dominant polea haa to be in region (I) in Figur. 6, aince 

a break-in point of the compiex inverse root baue is between poise 

- and P1('. O) of 

It la assumed that a pole and a zero of the closed-loop transfer 

Amotion put the locus in region (I) . The order of this pol.-zero la 

determined from equation ( 22) , euch that the location of a alo aed-loop 

pois ie on the left of a zero as shown in Figure 1L. This caes la 

illuetrated in Example 1. 



T3 13 I 

Figure 114. The pole-zero configuration of the eyet. 
z - open-loop polea. 

-- closed-loop poles. 

The third pole _P3 of the open-loop transfer function i on the 

left of the pole -q3 of the closed-loop transfer function. 

The relationship between IL1, and the pole and zero positions are 

derived fron .quationa (6) and (7). 

(314) 

The difference of the order bet'w.sn the numerator a and the 

denomin.ator n of the closed-loop transfer function is two. Then, 

the following equation is derived from equation (31). 23 (3;) 

The locations of the closed-loop pole, q3, and open-loop pole, 

p3, are determined from equations (3h) and (35). The location of 



the zero, z,, i determined from equation (33) by substituting q3 into 

equation (33). 

The numerical example is illustrated in Example 3. 

Exmp1e 3. Synthesis is initiated by a determination of the specifi- 

catione, including the transfer function of the fixed element of the 

system and the performance characteristics. The foflowing specifica- 

tions are considered: 

(i) The fixed element of the system is described by the transfer 

function 

lo 
G,(s) 

+ lo) 

(2) The performance characteristics are specified by the dominant 

poles of the closed-loop system, and the velocity constant: 

LA)n 2 rad/s 

- o. 

K.3o /5 

The closed loop system function .(e) is chosen as 

f(c (s -t- 2') 
m+s)(-t-7) 

The open-loop system function has three poles and one zero The 

zero of the open-loop system function is identical with the zero of 

the closed-loop system function. 

The real part of the dominant poles is greater than P2 10 as 

R8(1])J lo 
The complex inverse root-locus has to be in region (I) in 



Figure 6 to pass through the poice -p1 - O and -p2 - 10 of the open- 

loop system. It is obvious that the zen L1 is located at the right 

of the pole q3 of the closed-loop system. The location of the pole 

q3 of the closed-loop system and the pole P3 of the open-loop system 

sr. determined from equations (3j) M (35) 

30 (25)2q3 

10 P3 

25 + q3 - 10 + P3. 

Therefore, the locations of P3 and q3 are determinds 

q3 - 13.8 

p3 28.8 

The location of the zero is determined from equation (3d): 

1-1+ 1 -1. 
30 25 13.8 

Therefore, z1 - 12.7 

The open-loop systu function le 

k( I + 
(s)=(s)(s)= 

s ( S/)( 
i 

----. K($+zi) 
- 

- (to)2r)(3o)('-t- i.7) - 
(l)Sç-j-o)(St2') 

The transfer function of the compensation network is 

determined: -L 
. 

S(5--to) io)(2) 30 (s-t 7) 

GI-LC;) 
to ,2.rT 

_28 o(S--'1) 
- 

TT 5(st2) 
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The inverse root-locus for this example le shown in Figure iS. 

In thin example, the dothant poles give a good approximation of 

the system transient because of the dipole location of -q3 and 

(26, p. 143). 

(ii) Case 2-The fixed element, ha three poles, a pair of 

oomplex conjugate poles and one at the origin. 

It is aasumed that the complex conjugate poles of the fixed 

element, G1(), are not located close to the origin, since the .ffect 

of a simple cascade compensation is unsatisfactory (26, p. 338-339). 

When the fixed element, G1( a), has a pair of complex conjugate 

poles close to the origin, a feedback compensation is usually used 

(26, p. 338-339). This is discussed later in this thesis. 

It is assund that the location of the complex conjugate poles 

-p2 and -p3 of G1(s) is on the left side of the dominant poles of 

the closed-loop transfer ftuiction as shown in Figure 16. 

Figure 16. Specified pole-zero configuration 
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The angle subtended by open-loop poles -p2 and -p3 at a dominant 

pole -q1 is denoted by as shown in Figure 16. The angle subtended 

by closed-loop dominant poles -q1 and -q2 at an open-loop pole -p2 

is denoted by 360° - as shown in Figure 16, since the complex 

inverse root-locus from the doniinit poles is in region II as shown 

in Figure 6 and the angle i& denoted by equation (22). 

The angle which makes open-loop pole -p2 11e on the inverse root- 

locus is formed by other closed-loop pole-zero and it has to b. 

n360° + i Ir n - O, the angle formed at -p by other po1ezero 

becomes 4 It is assumed that the angle + at -p2 is formed 

by one closed-loop pole and one zero on the real axis which are 

denoted by -q3 and -si, respectively. It is obvious that as a 

result of Example 2, the location of' the closed-loop pole -q ii 
to the right of the zero since the complex inverse root-locus 

from the dominant poles of the closed-loop transfer function le in 

region (II). 

When the complex inverse root-locus from a dominant pole -q 

passes through the open-loop poie -p2, the inverse root-locus from 

the closed-loop pole 43 has to pass through the open-loop pole -p1 

(- o), simultaneously, to satisfy the concident condition, as shown 

in Figure 17. 



Figur. 17. Polo-zero con.figuration ax the 
inveree root baue. 

The cornpenßation network in t113 ca8a in formed as K (a + z1) 

which la an ideal derivative plus proportional c«nponsator. The 

ideal derivative plus proportional compennation, K( + Q, in not 
ueed, ama. it le difficult to conetruct and it requiree much 

equi*nent, and it amplifies azy spurious signals or noise 

(9, p. 276). matead, a pasaive nutwork + z1) used 
e + p4 

as a compensator. 

The closed-loop transfer f'unction is required by eouation (26) 

to have an additional poi. .-q, since N - 3, R - e - 1, and r - 3. 

If the additional pole 
- 

is located well to the left in the s-plane 

an ehown in Figure 17, the system performance is not significantly 

changed by the presence of additional pole -q, since the large 

magnitude means that this pole has litti. effect on either transient 

or frequency reaponee (26, p. 14-13 and p. 306). 



In this cae, the magnitude condition for th inverse roct-lociia 

c-an be expressed as 

or 

V-FI 1FH3ß.t* tu):- 3 !± = (36) 

Equation (36) can be rearranged as 

- 

- 
=c 

3l 
= K (37) 

(4Ji4 

1II2Ft4-f' (38) 

Equation (37) can be explained in trigonometric forni with ths 

aid of Figure 18 (20, p. 272). 

Figure 18. a-plane diagram for equation (39). 



Froni Figure 18, 

___ _AA> 
444I+ 

______ 4.lni&Ç 

- 

Therefore, equation (37) can be explained aa 

-k' 443 

The angle relation in Figure 16 le 

-çI- 

From equatione (39) and (Le) 

tcviLf 
-r 

_L0 /Kc 

(39) 

(140) 

(;i) 

The locations of the clo8ed-loop pole -q3 aixi the closed-loop 

zero are determined by plotting the angles and ' on the 

s-plane as denoted in Figure 18. The angles -f '1 

computed by equations (140) and (14) , since K, I gd 
ç 

are given 

by the epecificatione. An open-loop pole -p corresponding to a 

closed-loop pole .-q can be determined by equation (31) and it 

location is on the real ade between the closed-'loop pole .-% and 

zero 
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Example I. The specificationo conoidered are aa fo].1ow8: 

(1) The fixed element G1(s) of the system io described by the 

transfer function 

K1 

S-o-)(-- Lo-r) 
(2) The closed-loop dominant poles are specified as 

- 10 rad/o 

- 0.5 

(3) The coiwensator network consists of one pole and one zero. 

It io clear that the open-ioop transfer function ha four poleo, 

therefore the closed-loop transfer function also has four poles. By 

equation (26) , two poles of the closed-loop transfer function have to 

be determined. This can also be considered from the above epecifi- 

cations, since the number of open-loop poles and the number of closed- 

loop poles are identical. 

The closed-loop transfer function can be considered as 

(3) - 
K(a + z1) 

- 
(2 

lOs + loo) (s + q3) (e + q) 

Consider -q1 to be 

_% - 
-30 

The location of the closed-loop pole 
.- 

is weil to the left in 

the s-plane as shown in Figura 19. The pole 
..% 

dose not chango the 

system response, significantly (26, p. Iii). 

The value of K0 can be determined by equation (38) and with the 



aid 0±' a-p1ax in Figure 19 ¡18 

Then 

x 
KC - 5.6 x 15.L x 20.8 

- 1.6? 

- 0.S98 
C 

- 

The angle is determined from Figure 10, or 8-plane of Figur. 

19 as 

o142° 

The angle is determined from Figure 19 as 

The angle is determined by equation (hO) as 

inoe angle and c determined, the angle can b. 

determined by equation (hi) as 

.4- ______________ L&41= =i43 
ao-o (2. O,) 

then 

I 

±I.43) = 

The angle '-5g can be determined by equation (L1o) as 

SSO _ 1:Ç3 _ 2S.5° 

f3 n 29.° 

The locations of the clo8ed-loop pole -q3 and zero - 
determined y plotting the angles arid as shown in Figure 19. 



Th locations cf pole -q3 and zero 
- 

are 

-q3-6.6, _zi.9.6 

The location of the open-loop pole -p i determined by 

equation (31) ae 

then 

io + 6.6 + 30 - 20 + p14 

-26.6 

The determination of all locationa of the pole-zero of the open- 

and closed-loop transfer function are corntlete. 

The velocity constant, JL., is deteminad by equations (6), or (7), 

or (29), or (30) to get 

then 

Kv .5 /5 

The closed-loop transfer fwiction is 

(s) 1.67 (5 + 9.6) 
10e + loo) ( + 6.6) (s + 30) 

The open-loop transfer function is 

K1(s + 9.6) 
s(s) U1(s2(s) - (2 + 20 + 136) (e + 26.6) 

¡cl i determined as 

x,(9.6) 
K-li1n sG(a)- 

8+0 (136) (26.6) 

1 
(136) (26.6) , 2072 

(9.6) 





2. Feedback Compensation 

The choice of a method of compensation generally depende upon the 

Rpeciuic eytem involved, the available componente, economic rea8one, 

and the designer' s experience and judge,ioent. Feedback compensation 

±s sometime5 preferable to cascade ccmpenation. 

The block diagram of a tystem employing feedback compensation 

is shown in Figure 20. There is a unity feedback loop (major loop) 

besides the conroensated loop (minor loop) in order to maintain a 

direct correspondence between the output and input. 

Figure 20. A cystem employing feedback compenBation. 

In general, the fixed element, Gi( ) of the forcxard transfer 

function is expressed as 

c:1(.c)=: 
k1(+z)(st) -- (--YM) 

(±) () 



The transfer function He(s) of the compensator (or the feedback 

path transfer function He(s)) is expressed as 

'I - (t3) 

The transfer function () for the minor loop of Figure 20 i 

expressed as 

C - 
() 

where 

- 

- the root! of 3. + ¡i(!)Gi(s) O 

The order of the factor a in the niinerator of H0( 8), equation (h3), 

nnl!t be equal to or higher than the type of the forward transfer 

function G1() shown in Figure 20 (9, p. 33h). The niunber of the 

poles of G,(a) is different fran the nuniber of the zeros of H0(s). 

It is obvious that the zeroe of the transfer function ( a) for the 

minor loop are the product of the zeroa of G1(a) aïd the polea of 

Re(s). The poles of i(a) are the roots of i + G1(8) He(s) O. 

The comoeneation must be capable of stabilizing the srstern and 

of adjusting the transient response to meet specifications. Aside 

from such considerations as physical realizability and economica, 

thia aiinply means that the compensator mu.st be able to move the roota 

of the characteriatic equation to suitable locationa (2g, p. 301). 



The first, and simplest case of feedback compensation to be 

considered, is the use of a tachoiter which has the transfer 

function 

Ks (L5) 

The fixed element G1(s) is considered as 

K1 
(b6) G1(s) 

- s(e + a) 

where a positive ninber. 

The roots of i + G1(s) H0() - O is obtaired as 

-pi - O 

- -(a + 

The pole -p of i(a) moves to the left of the pole -p2 of 

G1(). The poise -j and -p of are located at the origin and 

since the transfer function cf ( s) is 

i(s) 
K] 

(i.7) 

a(s + a + K1Kh) 

The movement of the pole -p of ( s) is sham in Figure 21. 

Next, it is also considered that the fixed element a1(e) le 

K1 
(148) 

°i() + p2) (n + p3) 

where the poles p and p3 are complex conjugate. 

The transfer function of the fixed e1ent G1() is rewritten 



A 
-,=--I ?-c. ci- 

Figure 21. The movnent of the pole -p of 

Figure 22. The ïnovnent of the polee -p and -p of i(e) 



as 

K1 
(Lis) 

- 
) (a + + 

The feedback compensation is considered as 

H0(e) - Khß (SO) 

The transfer function for the zuinor loop is 

A 

- )(mfr* ) 

(1) 

Fran equation (sl), it can be concluded that the poles -p 

and -p of (s) move in parallel, with the imaginary axis as shown 

in Figure 22. 

The movement of the poles -p2 and -p3 to the location 

and -p rnake the system to be less stable. 

used 

To avoid this effect, the following feedback compensation is 

i) 
H(8) a 

2 
(S2) 

The trancfer function He(s) or the compensator moves the 

I 
t 

roies P2 -P3 to suitable locations -p2 and -p3 in the e-piane 

away from the origin. 

This is illustrated in Example S. 



Example . The following trariafer functions are considered 

((.\ t 

' 
Li /\ 

The feedback coitpenaator, H( s), moves the poies 2 aixi r'3 of 

G1(3) to the deaired locations -p and which are 

-30 + 30 

- -30 - 30 

The desired location -p is considered as 

-30 

The minor loop transfer function 8) ta 

4 u ±)(+')(st ) 

- 
(s3o-3o)( 3ot3o)C+3o) 

The pole-zero configuration for the transfer function i(a) H0(e) 

i shown in Figure 23. 

The coincident conditions with feedback He(s) for the inverse 

root-locus are 

(5) llc(8)I _ i 

I i(s) R (s) - '}1T1L (14) 
LA 

where n is an oven number. 





The tranefer function £( e) H( e) ii 

()H) = K(-- 
s1) 

(- )-')(s+) 

(s o-o)(St3o3o)(t3o) 
The location of a zero of i(e) H0(e) can be determined a 

(5-s) 

illustrated in Example 1. 

The angle aubtonded by the polea -p2 and -p3 at the pole 

le 2°. 

The location of a zero is to the right of the pole 

8ince the complex conjugate pOle8 -p2 and -p3 of the fixed elient 

are in region (I) of Figure 6, ae iilu8trated in Example 1. 

It ie ehoJn in Figure 23. 

The location of a zero e, in deterined e 

8l -:th.9 

The difference between the pole number and the zero number of 

the minor loop transfer function .( a) le greater than 2 such that 

where 

n-m >2 

n 

m 

Equation (31) can be used to determine the location of the pole 

of the feedback compensator H( a) as 

52 + Y -i-1' = i: -- '' t 

o- S +zRU) t2e(') 



therefore 

then 

63 

82 + 2 - 30 + 60 

- -88 

The gain, K1L, can be calculated by coincident equation (27), 

or (3) with the aid of the 8-pialle of Figure 23 a 

- 

If - 1,000, the feedback gain Kh 

Kh 3.68 

In order to move the poles -p2 and -p3 of the fixed element 

to the poise -p and -4 the feedback compensator Ha(e) 

3.68 e(e + ]J9) 
HC(s) - 

(8 + 68) 

The block diagram for the rstom is shown in Figure 21.. The 

block diagram of Figure 2h can be reduced to a single equivalent 

block as shown in Figure 2. 

If G7(s) is the cascade compensation, it is possible to design 

the system of Figure 2 by using the cascade compensation method. 



Pigurs 214. Tb. block diagrs for the yit in Y_.UkII 5. 

____ Ccs.) A(s) 

>1 I I 

Figur. 25. Equivalent block diagran of Figur. 2h. 



(i). Design of the Feedback Compensator 

It is considered that the fixed element, G1(a), has two polea on 

the real axis, one on the origin. 

A numerical example is illustrated below. 

Exaxnnle 6. The specifications considered are as follows 

(i) The fixed element, G1( s), is described the transfer 

function 

i G1() - 
+ 1) 

(2) The dominant poles of the closed-loop transfer function are 

- 30 radIs 

;' - 

(3) The velocity constant Ç 

(a) Kv-30 /5 

(b) 5o /e 

The block diagram of the syt.i is shown in Figure 26. 

(a) The velocity constant, Ç, is specified as 

K-3o /s 

The tachometer transfer function is used as the feedback compensator 

such that 

'() - 

Equation (6), or (29) shows the following relation between the 

velocity constant K. and pole-zero configuration 

l 2 

! tJ 



then 

1-i- 
3o 

The velocity con5tant, Lu., ie epecified by only dominant polee 

The ey-stem response is governed by the dominant poise only, therefore 

the number of poles of the over-all transfer function is two. 

For the minor loop, the minor loop transfer function is 

C)_ 
A 

- ________ 

The mmber of poles of i(s) is two. 

The transfer function 2() of Figure 26 does not have a pole 

becau8e the poie number of the over-all system and the transfer 

function i(s) is the same. 

than 

The po].e p s) can be deternined by equation ( 7) , or ( 30) 

30=: 

The pole -p and -p of ( s) a located at the origin and -30. 

The tachometer gain K can be obtained by the following equation 

p p2 + Xh i + Kh 

then Xh 29 
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F1gus 26. mock diagram for th. a.t In baapls 6. 

Figuro 27. Block diagram for the eyet.m. 



i Cs) 
s (-3) 

Figure 28. EquIvalent block diagram of Figure 27. 

¡ 

Cc) 

C+ i) 

2S 
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Figure 29. Fina], block diagram of the system in Example 6 (a). 
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The block diagram of the :rsterti is shown in Figure 27. The minor 

loop is rethiced a shown in Figure 28. 

The following equation la derìved from Figure 28. 

Ic2 

- a(s + 30J 

The gain K, of the over-all aystern can be determined from 

then 

Kv 11m 4e) 30 / 
a-+0 30 V 

K2 - 900 

The fi.nal block diagram of the systn is shown in Figure 29. 

(b) The velocity conetant, K,, is specified aa 

/ 

The specified velocity constant, }L,, le not satisfied by dominant 

poles only, since eoiiatln (6) or (29) shows that 

12 ;c +2;_+____i_-___ 
K ('Un q3 

then 

i i i i 

It ja a8wned that 

(i) One pole, q3, and one zero, of the cloeed-].00p 

tranafer function are added to satisí'y the velocity constant epecifi- 

cation 

(2) One pole, q3, and one zero, Z] exist on the real axle 

(3) They are expressed as dipole. 



Equation (6), or (29) i oxpreed a 

i 2 1. 2. 

then 

i i 

i ._/1 

q3\a1 
(a) 

The zero, z.1, le located to the right of the po]., q3, on the 

real axle. 

To eatiefr equation (a) , the following equation has to be 

eatiafied 

i i i 
(b) 

It le aasumed that the dietance between the dipoi. le 0.5. The 

location of the zero, z1, and the pole, q, of the cioeed-loop 

tranefer Í'unction are detennined by equation (b) as 

then 

i 3. 2. 

;; - 1 0.5 

z1 - 5.87, q3 - 6,37 

The pole-zero configuration for the system is shown in Figure 30. 

Figure 30 also 8hows the inveree root-locus for the eyet.m. The block 

diagram of the eyetom is shown In Figur. 26. 

The polee, ..p and -pi, of <e) can be detennined by the 

coincident conditions (27) and (28), since when the inverse root- 
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I-_ naflnwnan naaa.ensnI 

uiiuii. H_-u.0 __ 
I u... . um.ruu 

Yigur 30. Pols-zero oon!1gation and th. invera. root-loci. 

for the yetn in Exainpl. 6 (b). 



locus from the dominant poles passes through -p1 - -pj (u. O), 

the inverse root-locus passes through the poles, -p and -i4 oî 

.( e) simultaneously. 

In this thesis, the locations of the poles, -4 and -i4, of 

.( s) are determined by equations (30) end (31). 

then 

2 P3 

2 (AJo + q3 
- 4 + 

(30)2(637) 
(0) 

p2 p3 

3O+6.37p+p (d) 

Equations (c) and (d) are rearranged as 

therefore 

2 P3 - 1114 

p + p - 36.37 

r4 w 35, ; u. 32.9 

72 

The block diagram for the system io shoin in Figure 31. The 

block diagram with the minor ioop for the systn is shown 

Figure 26. 

The transfer function ( e) is expressed as 

C i (s) - _______________ I s(s+1+Kh) 
u. 

i (e) 

e(s + p) 

u. i 

5(8 + 3.5) 
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(s)+, ECS) S Qr() CC) 

Figure 31. Equiv1ent block diagram of the ey5tn in 

Example 6 (b), 

Figure 32. Fina.l block diagram of the 6yte1n in Example 6 (b). 
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The feedback comoen8ator Hc( s) - Khe moves the pois -p2 - -1 of the 

forward transfer function of the minor loop to -p - -3.5. Th. 

feedback compensator gain, Kh, can rw be determined 

- P2 + 

Xh 11P - -3.5-1-2.5 
The forward transfer function ( e) of the over-all system is 

expressed as (Figura 31) 

12(5 + 5.87) 

. s(e + 32,9) ( + 3,5) 

The velocity constant, K,., is eç reseed as 

K.1im 4e) 

The gain, 12, of the system can be determinad as 

then 

S.S? 
50 

'2 (32.9) (3.5) 

2 980 

The forward transfer function < a) i. expressed a.s 

i(s) - G2(e) .(e) 

Therefore, the transfer function G2() can be determinad as 

4) = 

- (+17) / I 

s(--.s-) 
- - (st321) 
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The final block diagram for the system which satisfy the specifi- 

catione is shown in Figure 32. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The uea of invere root-locu! for ynthe3ie i. attractive from 

the point of view of 8implicity and amount of information which can 

be obtained quickly. It is also useful in determining open-loop 
characteristic from measured closed-loop response. 

A aeui-graphical method is presented for finding the compon- 

eation network, given fixed open-loop poles and zeros, and specified 

closed-loop dcninant poles, and specified velocity constant JL.. For 

any nuaber of specifiod closed-loop poles and zeros, the minimum 

total number of compensation poles and zero is given by equation (21) 

ox, (2g). As presented, the method does not require that the poles 

of the fixed element, G1(s), be real. Phase-angle meauremento at 

the fixed poles of the open-loop systn and equation (22) are made 

to determnine the type of compensation netwo required. In contrast 

with Aseltine's method (2), .quations (s), (6), (7) and (31) are 

used because they are more analytic and simple. 

It is aleo shown that a emni-graphical method UBing the inverse 

root-locu.a is useful in the fe.dback compensator. 

The method used ja one of the approaches to the synthesis 

probl.n and it le simple, compared with other approaches. 
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I. Derivation of Equation (7). 

Equation (7) will be derived ae foUou: 

From Figure 1, the equation 

i -t-C) 
le eetabliahed. The equation may be rewritten 

___ i 

) 

then, 

E(s) = (St F)(çt) ... (5-fr ) R() (-t-')(S-t-) ...... (S-t-i) 
Suppoee r(t) la a unit rup function r(t) - tu(t), then 

R(c) = 

therefore 

E(s) = ()(st) ..... () 
s(-)(±) ... 

If E( ) poeessee polee in the left-half plane only, the eteady- 

etate error ia given by the final-value theoreni, 

()= .. Ç-cD 

By definition, the ateady-etate error le 

s- L- "V 
Therefore, equation (7) le derived. 

- -I . 
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II. Nonnc1ature 

C(s) controlled output, Figure 1. 

R(s) - controlling input 

E(s) error 

0(8) - G1(s)G2(s) - open-loop transfer function 

e transfer function of fixed element, or plant 

transfer function of compensation network 

i(s) 
closed-loop transfer function 

- feedback transfer function 

- minor loop transfer function, Figure 20. 

q1 (i - l,2,....,n) - poles of dosed-loop transfer function 

p1(i -l,2,...,r) e poles of the fixed element transfer 
function, Ga(s) 

pi(i - r + l,r + 2,....,n) - poles of the compensation network 
transfer function, 

z1(j - 1,2,....,u) zeros of the fixed element transfer 
function, s) 

Zj(i - u +i,i:j +2,....m) - zeros of the compensation network 
transfer function, 

e(i - l,2,....h) - zeros of feedback transfer function, R0() 

8j(i - h + l,h + 2,....,k) poiea of feedback transfer 
function, H0( s) 

p(i l,2,....,r + k - h - 1) - poles of minor loop transfer 
function, £() 

A 

K - open-loop gain constant 



- closed-loop gain constant 

- velocity constant 

K1 - gain constant of the fixed eleni&it transfer function, Gi(a) 

- gain constant of the feedback transfer function, H0(e) 

(A)fl - undamped natural frequency 

- damping ratio 

- peak overshoot with step function input 

- time to peak with step function input 

t - time 

s - g- + £A) - Oo!nplex variable, or complex frequency 


